How do plants and animals communicate in their shared habitat?

Celebrate the Chelsea Grasslands between 18th and 20th Streets

Imagine

Biophilia is the idea that humans feel connected to and are happier in nature. Design your own garden using colors, textures, and imagined smells that make you happy and connected to nature.

TD Bank is the Presenting Green Sponsor of the High Line.

Friends like you provide 100% of our operating and programming budget, making everything that happens on the High Line possible.

Major support for High Line Families comes from Deutsche Bank. This program is supported, in part, with public funds from the New York City Department of Cultural Affairs in partnership with the New York City Council.

MetLife Foundation is a Supporting Sponsor of High Line Families.

Explore Together

How do plants and animals communicate in their shared habitat?

Celebrate the Chelsea Grasslands between 18th and 20th Streets

Color, draw, read, write, learn

Imagery by Carla Torres
I love to look up high and take a rest on Big Blue Stem.

I protect myself from bigger mammals with my prickly texture!

Sniff! I use my legs and antennae to smell delicious nectar.
Can you smell my favorite minty plant nearby?

The House Finch loves to sit and eat my seeds. It helps me grow by spreading my seeds far and wide.

I look like a cloud of lavender, but I smell minty! Butterflies love me!

I need bees to carry my pollen to other Echinacea so seeds can be born.

Buzz Buzz! I look for brightly colored flowers to find nectar.

Ouch! Rattlesnake Master doesn’t feel so good to touch!

I love to look up high and take a rest on Big Blue Stem.

I look like a cloud of lavender, but I smell minty! Butterflies love me!

Sniff! I use my legs and antennae to smell delicious nectar. Can you smell my favorite minty plant nearby?

Field Notes